Mobile based vibration monitoring and its application to road quality monitoring in deep underground mine
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Abstract. Road quality is an important issue in everyday life for all car owners. This issue seems to be critically important in underground mines, where LHD machines are used for material transport. One of the biggest problems for LHD operation is relatively quick tires degradation. One of possible reasons might be road surface quality, indeed. However, driver's skills as well as ways of machine operation (loading, acceleration, breaking...) might also play a crucial role. Nowadays, many of machines are equipped with onboard monitoring system that allows to monitor basic parameters (speed, torque, temperatures, pressures etc.) at some predefined components. To complete the picture, we propose to use proposed already (but not for mining applications) vibration measurement for road roughness evaluation. To measure vibration acceleration is relatively easy task (we used simple smartphone here), unfortunately method of parametrization and concluding about road quality is still a challenge in mining case. In this paper we have presented a short communication related to first experimental work and some ideas how to deal with this problem using statistical tools for signal modeling.
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1. Introduction

In deep mines horizontal wheeled transportation assets (i.e. load-haul-dump machines, hauling trucks, crew transportation trucks etc.) play key role in gaining productivity of the entire facility. They are designed to work in harsh mining conditions (high temperature, humidity, dust and salinity) and high load-operation [1-3]. Efficiency oriented operation of loaders is main cause of their short total life time (~3-4 years). Developed monitoring system leads to identification of main causes of failure events by allowing to follow operational parameters and to perform much more advanced context analysis [1, 4]. However, beside typical condition-monitoring-related approach to manage the fleet, there are other areas of interest, that are potent for analysis and viable for efficiency optimization from the management point of view. One of such areas is the assessment of the road quality [5-11]. In this paper we would like to address this problem in deep mine conditions. As it was stated, the effectiveness of the wheeled transportation operation is one of the most important areas for optimization in the underground mine. Road quality monitoring is necessary for the safety reasons, because the vehicles require the acceptable level of road quality to move along the corridors without any problems originating from the road state. It is especially important for evacuation routes and more frequently used haulage paths. The other aspect is related to the maintenance of the machines themselves. It is impossible to guarantee that drivers will always perform carefully enough to ensure machine wear minimization. Proper road surface
maintenance can help to prolong the lifespan of crucial components related to driving, or even the entire machine. Finally, there is also a functionality concern. If the road is too uneven or too steep, machine operator has to drive slower, which directly impacts the haulage efficiency as a whole, resulting in less effective production.

2. Methodology

Proposed methodology is based on statistical parameterization of piece-wise consistent parts of the route. Hence proper segmentation procedure is necessary for initial extraction of such parts. While in final implementation of such analytical system it would be crucial to apply robust method to split apart the route parts, in this example it was performed manually because of relatively small amount of the data, especially taking into consideration that for presented case study segmentation itself is not a key part.

Segments have been analyzed comparatively and classified into two groups: road segments of good and bad condition. As a first tool for the analysis authors propose to use boxplots to observe the most important statistical parameters like median, quartiles distribution and statistical outliers. Secondly, data distributions within segments are modeled with smoothed histograms to visually observe the differences between the classes. In this work segmentation has been done manually, however in future work we plan to do segmentation automatically [1, 2, 12-14].

3. Application to acquired data

Testing phase has been divided into two parts: test in controlled conditions using the well-known surface road performed with the ordinary car, and in-situ test in deep mine where the exact features of the route were unknown. Based on statistical analysis of the data registered during first test, authors attempt to apply the same methodology in order to distinguish varying features of the underground road.

Since proposed methodology is based on vibration data analysis, in both tests a regular smartphone equipped with the 3-axial accelerometer was used. Since in such empirical conditions there is no possibility to place the phone perfectly orthogonally relative to the surface of the Earth for the entire duration of the measurement, the analysis is performed using the vector of energy of vibrations rather than one of the individual axes. This approach is also more appropriate, since it describes the actual vibration amplitudes, omitting the meaning of the axes orientation in three-dimensional space and aggregating the informativeness from all of them.

![Fig. 1. A schematic diagram experiment on the surface (poor and good quality of road surface)](image-url)

3.1. Test in controlled conditions

First test was performed by one of the authors at the local countryside road in Poland (see Fig. 1). Part of the route marked with blue arrows had relatively even asphalt surface, while part marked with red arrows was an uneven dusty country road. Red pin marks the beginning and end of the test route. Quality of road segments are presented in Fig. 2. Phone was placed relatively orthogonally to the car axes (see Fig. 3). Records of three separate axes of the measurement are
presented in the Fig. 4. Key driving events have been marked on the signal in the top panel.

![Fig. 2. Photos of a) good and b) bad condition road surface used in the test](image)

![Fig. 3. Sensor location during experiment in the car (experiment on surface)](image)

![Fig. 4. An example of real data measured on the surface – controlled conditions](image)

In a first step signal has been segmented manually (see Fig. 5). Since in this case road conditions are known, segments have been classified into two classes: good quality road (marked as green) and bad quality road (marked as red). For the purpose of this analysis the moments of taking turns have been omitted.

Fig. 6 presents the results of the comparative analysis. Left panels show both classes as overlapped segments in time domain, which visualizes the differences in vibration energy. In the center panels one can see the boxplots for six segments of good quality road (center top) and two segments of bad quality road (center bottom). Finally, right panels present the empirical distributions modeled as smoothed histograms. One can clearly see the difference between classes in terms of statistical dispersion. On the other hand, boxplots as well as distributions show that within individual classes there is high level of similarity between the individual segments. Such
clear distinction will serve as a model dataset for the interpretation of the results obtained for the second test.

![Segmented vibration data](image1)

**Fig. 5.** Segmented vibration data

![Statistical parameterization of the segments](image2)

**Fig. 6.** Statistical parameterization of the segments

### 3.2. Test in deep mine

The second test has been performed in one of polish underground mines with standard truck used for crew transportation (see Fig. 7). Visual example of the different road qualities is presented in Fig. 8. Raw signals and segmented data are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

![Investigated crew transportation truck](image3)

**Fig. 7.** Investigated crew transportation truck

Similarly, to the first test, results have been presented in terms of time series, boxplots and distributions, however for this dataset only one of each segments is available. Although the difference between the classes may not be as obvious on the time series, boxplots show smaller distance between quartiles as well as tighter spread of the outliers for the road segment of better quality. Empirical distribution of data for better quality segment is clearly more focused around the mode value and clearly distinguishable from the one from the second class.
4. Conclusions

In this article, authors have proposed a simple yet robust approach to road quality monitoring in the real-life conditions of the underground mine. Results indicate that simple statistical parameterization allows to distinguish different states of the road surface. Although the amount of road segments was relatively small, first test presents the high level of self-similarity within the classes as well as clearly visible differences between them. The second test confirms the assumption regarding the possibility of assessment and evaluation of the road conditions, which will be also more confident for larger data samples in the future.
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